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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC HELM Family Papers                     1775-1994
2697

Correspondence and miscellaneous papers of the Helm family of Bowling Green, Kentucky and Logan County, Kentucky. Includes family letters, 1938 financial information relating to the Morehead Hotel, family reunion literature, a letter of praise to Walter A. Baker from U.S. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger, and materials relating to the 1994 drowning death of Thomas Carson Helm.

1 folder. 46 items. Originals, photocopies.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Baker, Walter A., 1937-2010 – Letters to
Blakey, Carlota
Blakey, Mary Tempie, d. 1991
Carter, James Earl “Jimmy,” Jr., b. 1924 – Comments about Certificates – Daughters of the American Revolution, 1941
Dogs – Relating to
Helm, Harold Holmes, 1900-1985 – Correspondence
Helm, John Blakey, 1889-1979 – Letter to
Helm, John C., d. 1939 – Relating to
Helm, Margie May, 1894-1991 – Letters to
Helm, Margie May, 1894-1991 – Relating to
Helm, Mary Grider (Rodes), 1901-2001 – Letter to
Helm, Mary Norris
Helm, Thomas Carson, Jr., 1931-1994
Helm, Thomas Oliver, 1859-1937 – Letter to
Helm, Thomas Oliver, Jr., 1897-1980 – Relating to
Militia – Virginia, 1775, 1778 – Relating to
Morehead House – Bowling Green – Relating to
Poetry
Porter, Mattie
Report cards – Bowling Green High School, 1911-1912
Report cards – Ogden College, 1914-1915
Smith, Evelina Belmont
Thompson, Edwin Kelly, 1909-1993
Weinberger, Caspar Willard, 1917-2006
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